MINI

FOR STREAMING, WEBINARS
& VIDEOCONFERENCING

The MINI is the entry-level model from GetyourStudio
and is suitable for anyone looking for an optimal mix
between high-quality image, beautiful light, clear
sound, and fast, easy installation, and operation.

One Box, all you need

MINI

FOR STREAMING, WEBINARS
& VIDEOCONFERENCING

The MINI is the entry-level model from GetyourStudio and
is suitable for anyone looking for an optimal mix between
high-quality image, beautiful light, clear sound, and fast,
easy installation, and operation.
No image-disturbing shadows, or too much light, no more half heads in the
picture. Thanks to the permanent setup, the Datavideo PTZ camera and the
quality level of all the equipment, GetyourStudio MINI is the perfect solution to
make professional video content, webinars or other content for livestreaming.

HIGH QUALITY
The GetyourStudio MINI consists of a
broadcast-quality video camera with 20x
optical zoom, a dimmable LED ring, which
automatically sets the light correctly, and
a studio-quality lavalier microphone. The
camera and the ring light are mounted on
a high-end telescopic Manfrotto tripod so
that everything automatically stands
securely in place.

THE CUBE
The MINI also contains the GetyourStudio CUBE,
a plug-and-play device to capture uncompressed
video with audio from your SDI camera, ideal for
livestreaming, webinars and videoconferencing.
The GetyourStudio CUBE is a hassle-free solution to connect to (Datavideo) PTZ
cameras or any other camera that supports SDI connections. It supports HD
resolutions of up to 1080p50/60. The integrated audio-interface with phantom
power makes it possible to connect professional-grade microphones with XLR
connection.
Plug-and-play, ideal for streaming, webinars & videoconferencing
Video capturing device with audio interface
To be used with SDI equipped (PTZ) cameras
USB 3.0 interface for easy integration
Supports up to 1080p50/60 resolution, as well as 720p

EASY & COMPACT

Compact in size and works directly with any
laptop or PC with a USB connection. Stream
directly from your (PTZ) camera with SDI
connection to YouTube, Facebook. LinkedIn
or popular services such as Zoom, Skype,
Teams, Google Meet, GotoMeeting,
Webinargeek, Onlineseminar or much more.

One Box, all you need

GetyourStudio MINI Summary
Entry-level model
1 broadcast-quality PTZ video camera + dimmable LED ring
For professional video meetings or webinars
Streams flawlessly to platforms such as Zoom, Teams,
GoToWebinar or Webinargeek
Supports Windows, Linux and Mac OS X.
Compatible with Zoom, Teams, Meet, OBS, Skype, VLC, Facetime,
Quicktime, Webinargeek, Onlineseminar and much more.
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